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Abstract 

 

Taiwanese enterprises are efficiently producing a great deal of goods they had no experience 
in at all a few years ago. Moreover, in modern economies an increased utilisation of more and 
more advanced technologies as well as the more intensive use of physical and human capital 
can be observed. In this regard, the economic development of Taiwan is considered to be a 
complementary process of capital accumulation, innovation and learning. This economic evo-
lution primarily takes place within the corporate sector. However, in reality the real activities 
of enterprises cannot be separated from their financial counterpart. Therefore, it is assumed 
that financial general conditions influence the investment and innovation behaviour of com-
panies and vice versa.  
 
Regarding the above-outlined complementarities, it seems to be appropriate to include the 
heterogeneity of the company sector into the analysis. Here it has to be taken into considera-
tion that small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) contribute to a great deal of entrepre-
neurship, innovation and learning that play a decisive role in the process of economic devel-
opment. In the spirit of Schumpeter (1912) it is argued that the importance of smaller enter-
prises is not adequately disclosed in statistical data. Furthermore, SMEs may have advantages 
as far as the implementation of new technology in general and new capital-embedded tech-
nology in particular is concerned.  
 
There is evidence that Taiwanese SMEs are playing a decisive role in technology assimilation 
as well as in the implementation of further technological advancements because of their en-
trepreneurial characteristics. However, most economic contributions consider “entrepreneur-
ship” to be exogenous. Therefore, a few characteristics of the Taiwanese economy are pre-
sented suggesting why entrepreneurship is so prevalent in Taiwan’s economy. In this respect, 
the relationship between competitive environment and entrepreneurship seems to be a matter 
of special importance.  
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I. Introduction  

 

Taiwan experienced a spectacular development with rapid growth as well as an ongoing trans-

formation from a traditional agricultural-oriented to a modern industrial- and service-oriented 

economy. In the course of this economic development, a tremendous increase in living stan-

dards considering every social aspect such as education, transportation, and housing has been 

achieved. Improvements in the quality of life are characterized by change and innovation, be-

cause the knowledge of how to design, produce, and operate new technologies led to the af-

fluence of modern times, more than anything else.1  

 

The economic success of Taiwan and the other Asian tiger economies attracted attention from 

many authors who offered plenty of alternative explanation attempts.2 In this context, Nelson 

and Pack differentiate between two approaches. On the one hand, there are ‘accumulation’ 

theories that stress the role of accumulation of physical capital. On the other hand, the advo-

cates of the so-called ‘assimilation’ theories are highlighting entrepreneurship, innovation, 

and learning to master the adoption of advanced technologies.3 According to the latter ap-

proach advanced technologies require the accumulation of human and physical capital, so that 

“the ‘marshalling of inputs’ is part of the story, but (…) if one marshals but does not innovate 

and learn, development does not follow”.4 

 

Although the corporate sector contributes a great deal of capital accumulation as well as en-

trepreneurship, innovation, and learning, the contributions of enterprises to economic evolu-

tion are hardly taken into consideration. In this respect, Schumpeter emphasized the entrepre-

neur and his disequilibrating character which is assumed to set the economy in motion by in-

troducing new products, production and transportation methods, as well as by establishing 

new markets and organizational forms.5 Nelson and Winter, among others, mentioned that 

this interruption in the circular flow of economic life (‘creative destruction’) is frequently as-

sociated with unpredictable uncertainties.6  
                                                      
1 See Kuo, S. and Liu, C. (1999), pp. 40-41 as well as Aghion, P. und Howitt, P. (1998), p. 1. 
2 See e.g. Pack, H. and Westphal, L. (1986), Kuznets, P. W. (1988), Amsden, A. (1989), World Bank (1993), Young, A. 

(1992, 1994), Kim, J. and Lau, L. J. (1994), Krugman, P. (1994), Rodrik, D. (1994), Western, D. L. (1998); Timmer, M. and 

van Ark, B. (2000) and Rao, B. (2001) 
3 See Nelson, R. R. and Pack, H. (2003), pp. 105-111. 
4 See Nelson, R. R. and Pack, H. (2003), p. 107. 
5 See Schumpeter, J. A. (1950), p. 134-142 as well as Schumpeter, J. A. (1912), p. 284 and McNulty, P. J. (1998), p. 536-537. 
6 See Nelson, R. R. and Winter, S. G. (1982), pp. 30-33. See also Nelson, R. R. and Pack, H. (2003), p. 116-119. 
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Considering the uncertainties linked with innovations, theoretical and empirical evidence 

suggest that both smaller enterprises and new market participants (which often belong to the 

SME sector as well) possess advantages in introducing fundamental (radical) innovations.7 

This may be astonishing at first glance, but it is particularly true in capital- and technological-

intensive industries respectively, considering at least the early stage of a technological inno-

vation. According to Freeman and Soete: „the nature of uncertainty associated with innova-

tion is such that most firms have a powerful incentive most of the time (…) to concentrate 

their industrial R&D on defensive, imitative innovations, product differentiation and process 

innovation“.8 This conservative behaviour applies chiefly to larger, established firms that 

heavily invested in the predominant technology. Thus, a shift in the investment strategy leads 

to an accelerated depreciation of tangible and intangible assets that are already in operation 

because of their technological obsolescence. In contrast to this, SMEs are much more likely to 

challenge the established economic order by undertaking radical innovations because they 

have a lot to win, but not much to lose.  

  

In respect of the importance of innovations, Hayek stressed competition as a method to dis-

cover procedures in order to solve economic problems.9 Accordingly, the advantage of a 

competitive environment must not be seen in the optimal allocation of resources. The ability 

to discover new superior solutions to solve economic problems is regarded as the major asset 

of the competitive market.10 In other words: Dynamic competition can be considered to be a 

discovery process of ongoing innovations that are necessary for technological progress, which 

in turn provide the basis for a flourishing economy. In the following, the role of the SME sec-

tor in the process of dynamic competition is analysed to highlight its contribution to Taiwan’s 

development. 11 

                                                      
7 See e.g. Freeman, C. and Soete, L. (1997), pp. 232-240; Teece, D. J. (2000), p. 124 and Utterback, J. M. (1994), pp. 92-33 

and  pp. 160-165. 
8 See Freeman, Ch. und Soete, L. (1997), S. 244-255. 
9 See Hayek, F. A. (1968), p. 3 
10 See ibid and Hayek, F. A. (1952), pp. 139-140. See also Kirzner, I. M. (1973) who stressed the entrepreneurial alertness to 

exploit so far unnoticed business opportunities. 
11 In the case of the manufacturing sector, construction industry, and mining and quarrying industry, SMEs in Taiwan are de-

fined as those enterprises with paid-in capital of NT$80 million or less, or with fewer than 200 employees. For other indus-

tries, SMEs are defined as enterprises that had on operating revenue of NT$100 million or less in the previous year, or which 

have 50 or fewer employees. See S.M.E.A. (2004), p. 31. See S.M.E.A. (2004), p. 342 for the evolving definition of SMEs in 

Taiwan. [NT-$/ US-$ closing rate (15 March 2005): 31.000. See http://www.cbc.gov.tw.]  
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II. A Statistical Sketch of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Taiwan  

 

SMEs are playing an important role in the development process of Taiwan. In 2003, almost 

98 % of the approx. 1.2 million enterprises were classified as SMEs, which realised 31.5 % of 

the total sales and employed 77.5 % of the workforce.12 Besides, SMEs accounted for 99.4 % 

of the 112,154 newly established enterprises in Taiwan.13 The last-mentioned issue may 

sound trivial, but without the ongoing process of market entries and exits, the maintenance of 

competition as well as structural change seems to be impossible.  In consideration of the age 

structure of the Taiwanese corporate sector, shown by the graph below, the lively turnover of 

enterprises seems obviously.  

 

 
 

Although SMEs did not perform uniformly over time and various industries, their contribu-

tion to Taiwan’s economic development has been considerable. Table 1 illustrates both the 

sectoral and temporal development of SMEs. Predictably, smaller businesses are of minor im-

portance in industries with considerable economies of scale and/or scope such as Electricity, 

Gas and Water as well as Transport, Storage and Communication. Nevertheless, considering 

the whole economy, SMEs contributed a great deal in terms of employment and production 

value throughout the observation period.   

                                                      
12 See S.M.E.A. (2004), p. 41. 
13 See S.M.E.A. (2004), p. 53. 

Graph 1: Year of Establishment of the Corporate Sector, Taiwan (31.12.2001) 

Source: DGBAS (2001), Industry, Commerce and Service Census 
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Table 1: Share of SMEs, Taiwan, 1971-2001 (in %) 

 Employment Value of Production 

Industry 1971 1976 1986 1991 1996 2001 1971 1976 1986 1991 1996 2001 
Mining & 
Quarrying 11,96 23,78 42,18 68,57 78,32 71,40 5,88 20,95 32,83 55,37 75,43 61,69

Manufactur-
ing 35,62 38,55 47,86 56,48 57,94 50,05 26,72 27,32 33,83 37,67 37,86 28,11

Electricity, 
Gas & Water 13,33 1,66 3,71 3,81 4,75 5,47 3,16 0,83 1,17 1,24 1,63 2,86 

Construction 53,25 40,17 47,96 58,21 76,88 80,06 51,19 38,51 46,56 53,8 76,16 75,57
Subtotal 
(Industry 
sector) 

36,69 37,84 47,26 56,04 60,50 54,03 26,96 27,02 33,17 37,86 41,10 31,47

Commerce 96,31 92,99 91,71 88,69 88,19 84,78 49,10 88,48 84,94 83,57 84,07 74,80
Transport, 
Storage& 
Comm. 

- 42,36 52,68 55,88 52,52 58,62 - 26,42 27,67 29,29 29,03 26,39

Financing, 
Insurance, 
Real Estate 
& Business 

- 71,56 55,03 54,81 47,4 25,41 - 39,31 28,64 33,78 33,21 13,54

Subtotal 
(Service sec-
tor) 

77,37 78,06 74,95 73,05 72,44 68,49 48,34 52,82 47,39 48,88 52,58 43,97

Total 52,52 53,00 57,89 63,82 66,75 62,29 37,09 32,27 36,46 41,23 45,41 36,83
Source: See Hu, M.-W. (2000), p. 59 and DGBAS (2001): Industry, Commerce and Service Census 2001. 
 

SMEs undertake remarkable efforts to upgrade their stock of human and physical capital as 

well as to intensify their innovative activities. Nevertheless, the production structure of SMEs 

is generally less capital-intensive compared to large-scale enterprises, while sector specific 

differences have to be taken into account.14 With regard to the above-mentioned complemen-

tarities of advanced production methods and the accumulation of physical and human capital, 

the less capital-intensive production of SMEs may indicate their technological backwardness. 

In this respect, research and development (R&D) is often emphasized in order to maintain 

corporate competitiveness in terms of the range of products on offer, their product qualities, 

the efficiency of product methods, and so forth. The supposed backwardness of SMEs might 

possibly be confirmed by their small activities in R&D. Although private R&D expenditures 

more than tripled within a period of only ten years from NT$ 39.2 billion in 1991 to NT$ 

129.2 billion in 2001, the following figure shows that SMEs are rather reserved in their 

spending.15 Small and medium-sized enterprises are much less involved in R&D than large 

                                                      
14 See DGBAS (2001), Industry, Commerce and Service Census 
15 See C.E.P.D. (2003), p. 97. 
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enterprises. This is true considering the overall share of enterprises doing R&D as well as the 

scale of activities.16 

 

 
 

Besides, there are also differences with regard to the reasons, why to do without R&D. SMEs 

are emphasizing in particular their small size (43.2%), their financial restrictions (32.8%) and 

the lack of qualified personnel (28.1%). Large enterprises are stressing the lack of qualified 

personnel (39.0%) as well, but financial restrictions (15.9%) and their company size (7.5%) 

are of secondary importance.17 

 

Moreover, there are concerns expressed, that Taiwan’s SMEs face challenges, which may 

jeopardize their competitiveness.18 For example, considering the difficulties in recruiting 

skilled staff and obtaining other production factors such as capital, Wang concludes that the 

trend in the high-tech industry seems to be toward oligopoly and against SMEs.19 The lack of 

financial and management resources, insufficient R&D capabilities and changes in the market 

environment are supposed to weaken their market position accordingly.  These remarks and 

the relatively low R&D intensity of SMEs raise the question, whether Taiwan’s further devel-

opment will be handicapped by the predominance of SMEs.  

 

                                                      
16 See S.M.E.A. (2003), pp. 131-132. 
17 See S.M.E.A. (2003), p. 138. 
18 See for example Wang, J.C. (2000), pp. 204-209. 
19 See also Khan, H.A. (2004), p. 80.  

Graph 2: R&D-Intensity of Taiwan’s Corporate Sector (2003)  
(in %, R&D Personnel as Percentage of All Employees) 

Source: S.M.E.A. (2004): pp. 132-134.  
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III. Technical Progress, Competition and Entrepreneurship  

 

The development of Taiwan’s economy can be characterized by structural change in favour of 

more capital- and technology-intensive industries as well as the continued upgrading of the 

economy in general and these industries in particular. Regarding the concept of localized 

technological progress introduced by Atkinson and Stiglitz, this aspect seems noteworthy. 

Under these circumstances, Taiwan’s catching-up seems an even harder task, because 

“[w]here technical progress is ‘localised’, technical progress in the advanced countries, (…) 

will leave relatively unaffected the (…) underdeveloped countries”.20  

 

 
In the light of the well-known product-life-cycle concept as well as corresponding considera-

tions of market cycles, the dynamics of technological breakthroughs can be similarly charac-

terized.21  Graph 3 outlines such a “technology cycle”; here it seems appropriate to differenti-

ate between an installation period and a deployment period separated by a “crisis” or “turning 

point”. In the following, phase-specific market structures, levels of information and entrepre-

neurial tasks are briefly characterized.  

                                                      
20 See Atkinson, A. B. and Stiglitz, J. E. (1968), p.576. 
21 See Heuss, E. (1965), Kotler, P. (1997), and Perez, C. (2002). Compare also Utterback, J. M. (1994), pp. 80-101. 
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The launch of a new technology is typically involved with unpredictable uncertainties, since 

the market players are not aware of both the technological and economic aspects at large. In 

addition to the technology’s unclear range of application, the technology is often basic, ex-

pensive and unreliable at its early stage of development. Nevertheless, it is able to serve a 

purpose in a way that is highly desirable in some niche markets.22 The innovative technology 

is thus of minor overall economic importance and there is almost no competition between the 

entrepreneurs. At this stage, the main task of enterprises is to offer a basic model and to con-

vince early customers to adopt the new technology. In this introduction phase, SMEs are play-

ing a major role because of their ability to enter a niche market that seems unimportant to 

large businesses. In consideration of all the failures that can be observed repeatedly, the estab-

lishment of a new niche market does not seem very spectacular. However, in view of the fun-

damental consequences of a few technological breakthroughs, such as the IT technology, this 

apparent ‘negligible’ event and the entrepreneurs involved are worth to attract more attention. 

 

Although most innovations fail, there will be some technologies with the potential of further 

developments by exploiting technical and/or managerial improvements as well as the uncer-

tainties concerning the possible range of applications. The more application and implementa-

tion strategies are available, the better the diffusion of an innovation will succeed. As a result, 

the prospects as well as the limits of an innovation are discovered in a process of trail and er-

ror. In summary, more and more enterprises are entering the market and the technology’s 

overall importance is deepened at this growth phase. In contrast to larger businesses, small 

and medium-sized enterprises are still favoured at this phase of technological evolution be-

cause serving niche markets still takes centre stage. Although the range of application broad-

ens considerably, the technology is still far away from being sophisticated.  

 

The process of trial and error is associated with market entries as well as market exits. The 

latter are an important aspect to discover the technical and the economic limits of an innova-

tion; as a result corporate failures will emerge more frequently in the course of time. The in-

corporated disappointments and corrections of unjustified expectations respectively, indicate a 

turning point that is regularly accompanied by a more or less severe crisis. Perez (2002) em-

phasized that after an institutional recomposition, the installation period will be replaced by a 

deployment period. This development is associated with a major shift in the competitive envi-

                                                      
22 See Utterback, J. M. (1994), p. 92. 
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ronment. Subsequently, more and more standards of the innovation are developed whereas 

trail and error cease. Consequently, a tendency to increased concentration can be observed 

and competition is hardly characterized by the rivalry for superior implementation strategies 

anymore. Now, squeezing out of existing market participants by means of price or quantity 

competition comes to the fore. After a dominant standard is determined, the key features of a 

technology will be widely agreed on and relatively stable market shares will generally imply 

the existence of only a few significant and dominant players. In this respect, it is no surprise 

that almost every mature industry is characterized by an oligopoly to a greater or lesser extent.    

 

Although SMEs are suffering comparative disadvantages during this process of standardiza-

tion, it is not justified to blame large enterprises for exploiting their market power. These en-

terprises, which are controlling the former niche markets, were successful in their implemen-

tation strategy and thus contributed to technical progress. In the course of this technological 

evolution, markets as well as enterprises are gaining in size and importance.  Thus, the analy-

sis of a company’s supremacy depends on the cause leading to this market structure. Consid-

ering the previous remarks there will be no reason to complain about dominant market posi-

tions, if the market structure results from dynamic competition.23 Besides, the chance of ex-

periencing a tremendous firm growth and achieving a substantial market share implies a 

strong incentive to enter a new market and/or technology in spite of unpredictable uncertain-

ties at its early stage of development.  

 

The competitiveness of SMEs cannot be analysed without considering the competitive envi-

ronment characterized by the stage of technological development that in turn has a strong in-

fluence on information quality and market structure. In technology- and capital-intensive in-

dustries large enterprises have little incentive to challenge the predominant order because they 

are deeply involved in this way of doing business. In challenging the established order by 

means of fundamental innovations, SMEs are much more suitable agents. Their development 

shows less path dependencies and additionally they will be encouraged by the low-scale of 

implementation at the beginning of a technology cycle. It seems remarkable that the main 

contribution of SMEs to the overall development is their ability to break down the existing 

order and to force an economy into following new development paths.24  

                                                      
23 See Hayek, F. A. (1952), pp. 138-140. Compare also McNulty, P. J. (1994), p. 536.  
24 See Schumpeter, J. A. (1912), p. 189. 
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IV. Entrepreneurs and “Historical Opportunity”: Engines of Taiwan’s Development?  

 

Taiwan’s economic miracle has often been explained with reference to the industrial policy 

that in turn is considered to have initiated the ongoing process of industrial upgrading.25 Al-

though this policy certainly influenced the corporate behaviour as well as the overall eco-

nomic development, there is hardly any evidence that this industry policy of “picking the 

winner” has been sufficient to start the industrialisation process and to keep it going. Thus, 

several incentives have been targeted mainly at technology- and capital-intensive industries 

while such eligible industries changed from time to time to head the structural change of the 

economy.26 However, many other industries like the car industry did not succeed despite the 

strong policy support they received.27  

 

In this regard, Hobday stressed the strategies and abilities of entrepreneurs, engineers, and 

managers for the success of the Taiwanese electronic industry. “Without such capabilities, no 

macroeconomic policies, however well designed, could have produced Taiwan’s economic 

miracle.”28 As previously mentioned, many authors have recognized the impressive perform-

ance of Taiwan’s economy, while the achievements in the electronic industry are probably 

most striking. Starting in the 1950s and 1960s, the successful evolution of Taiwan’s electronic 

industry has accelerated since the 1970s. In the meantime, several Taiwanese enterprises have 

established themselves among the world market leaders considering both technological and 

economic aspects. In this respect, the question is raised, why Taiwan managed to become 

competitive in the electronic industry whereas other attempts in establishing competitive in-

dustries failed. 

 

The development of the electronic and information technology sectors is analysed in detail by 

Hobday.29 It is interestingly to see that he is apparently describing an evolutionary process, 

which seems to fit the above mentioned technology cycle quite well. Many high-tech enter-

prises that entered in the 1970s and 1980s began as niche market players and focused on a 

narrow range of products. Nevertheless, some of them grew large, such as ACER that em-

ployed roughly 39,000 people and generated sales revenues of more than US-$ 15 billion in 

                                                      
25 See e.g. Wade, R. (1988, 1990a, 1990b) and Amsden, A H. (1999). Compare also Smith, H. (1997, 2000). 
26 See Li, K. T. (1988), p. 139. 
27 See Chen, P. (1999), p. 244. 
28 See Hobday, M. (1995), pp. 98-99. 
29 See Hobday, M. (1995), pp. 95-133. See also Tu, Y. (2001), pp.267-292. 
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2003.30 It seems particularly noteworthy that the capabilities of the enterprises gradually 

evolved in the course of time. Therefore it is argued in the following that the establishment of 

an industry, its ongoing upgrading as well as the corresponding policy measures requires 

time, a suitable sequencing and most of all an appropriate opportunity. 

 

Hobday illustrates the transition within the electronic business quite plausible emphasizing 

foreign direct investments as a vehicle of technology transfer. Moreover, the evolving process 

from relying on “original equipment manufacture” (OEM) to switching via “own-design and 

manufacture” (ODM) over to “own-brand manufacture” (OBM) is showing the growing tech-

nological knowledge as well as managerial abilities of Taiwanese enterprises.31 This transition 

can be characterized by the table below.  

 

Table 2: Transition of latecomer firms: from OEM to ODM to OBM 

 Technological transition Market transition 

OEM Learns assembly 
Process for standard, simple products 

Foreign transnational corporation (TNC)/ 
buyer packages, brands and distributes 

ODM Local firm designs  
Learns product innovation skills 

TNC buys, brands and distributes 
TNC gains post-production value added 

OBM Local firms designs & conducts R&D 
for complex products 

Local firm organizes distribution, own-brand 
name and captures post-production value 
added 

Source: Hobday, M. (1995), p. 114.   
 

Here it should be apparent that this development strategy follows a similar pattern outlined 

above. Several firms enter niche markets, offer a simple good, then gain experience and im-

prove their skills, and finally some of them become large and produce more and more sophis-

ticated products. Nevertheless, the question remains, how Taiwan has managed to become a 

major player in the electronic and IT business. Taking into account that there seems no plau-

sible reason to suppose that Taiwan possesses a special comparative advantage in these indus-

tries, this is even more astonishingly. However, the international division of work is not only 

determined by comparative advantages, such as excess to natural resources, but also by other 

aspects, such as “historical accidents”. For a latecomer country like the Taiwan of the 1960s it 

seemed an overwhelming task to move up to the group of industrialized countries. In this re-

spect, one of our above-mentioned considerations is to be picked up again. The interruption of 

the circular flow of economic life caused by a radical innovation is associated with unpredict-

                                                      
30 See http://global.acer.com/about/news.asp?id=6436. 
31 See Hobday, M. (1995), pp. 114-133. 
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able uncertainties, but offers unpredictable opportunities, too. As a result, everything indicates 

that Taiwan’s tremendously accelerated prosperity has been closely related with the increased 

importance of the electronic and IT industries since the 1970s. 

 

Firms cope with these uncertain conditions by developing satisfying solutions on organiza-

tional and managerial level, which they adopt in the course of time as they collect new infor-

mation, learn from experience, and imitate other firms.32 This consideration should be appli-

cable to industries and economies, too. Firms, industries, and economies thus move along par-

ticular trajectories, which are difficult to change suddenly. Moreover, the stock of past capa-

bilities and routines provides the basis of further development.33 The limited flexibility of 

previous production methods hence complicates the handling of “technical disruptions” by 

advanced economies. Latecomer countries like Taiwan or more precisely its enterprises were 

less likely to be constrained by incumbency factors, such as the reluctance to compete with 

one’s own technology.34 In an analogous manner, Utterback (1994) revealed that latecomers 

overturn the existing order with greater frequency than do other incumbents.  

 

Graph 2 outlines the development of a technology by dividing this process into four sub-

phases while the type of competition alters during this evolutionary process. Obviously, it is a 

more or less difficult task to enter a “technology cycle” according to the development stage 

already reached. Therefore, the probability to catch-up depends on the “historical opportu-

nity” as well. Under these circumstances, it is much more likely to enter the just emerging IT 

technology at the introduction phase than to enter an industry at a more advanced stage. In 

this regard, Taiwan’s attempt to establish a competitive car industry in the beginning of the 

1960s had little prospects of success because of the industry’s already advanced stage of de-

velopment.35  

 

As a matter of fact, “historical opportunity” in terms of a technological disruption cannot ex-

plain Taiwan’s economic success entirely, but it provides an explanation approach how it is 

feasible in principle that a relatively backward economy so rapidly climbs the ladder up to the 

most advanced economies. In addition to a “historical opportunity” that cannot be influenced 

individually, there are aspects, which a single country can influence in order to enhance its 
                                                      
32 See Nelson, R. R. and Winter, S. G. (1982), pp. 30-33. 
33 See Lall, S. (2000), pp. 17-18. 
34 See Teece, D. (2000), p. 124. 
35 See Piechottka, A. (2000), pp. 269-272 and Hsueh, L.; Hsu, C. and Perkins, D. H. (2001), pp. 44-46. 
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chances of development. To be ready to accept the challenges associated with unfamiliar tech-

nologies and uncertain market perspectives seems a necessary component for a catching-up 

process. At a time of technological discontinuity, the probability to catch up should be posi-

tively related to the entrepreneurial characteristics of the SME sector. In reference to this 

view, in the following a few political aspects are briefly discussed based on their ability to 

support the entrepreneurial spirit in the context of the dynamic competition process.  

 

The realization of investments depends particularly on the availability of financial resources. 

Therefore, real activities cannot be separated from their financial counterpart, since general 

financial conditions influence the investment and innovation behaviour of companies and vice 

versa. Taiwan’s government has always interfered with the financial system. Nevertheless, 

far-reaching liberalization efforts have encouraged market orientation by strengthening profit-

ability considerations in the banking system as well as by facilitating access to capital mar-

kets. However, obtaining funding from the formal financial system still proves difficult for 

SMEs. Lauridsen remarked that SME-financing by the banking system intensified until 1991, 

but dropped behind its pre-liberalization level afterwards.36   

 

 
 

However, financing of SMEs seems a priori rather difficult, provided that dealing with inno-

vations is really one of their major assets. Fundamental innovations are associated with uncer-

tainties even unknown to the entrepreneurs themselves. Consequently, there are information 

                                                      
36 See Lauridsen, L. S. (1999), 20-23. 

Source: Dessus, S.; Shea, J. and Shi, M. (1995), p. 98. 
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problems to be considered that complicate bank financing enormously. Banks are also regu-

larly involved in the financing of previous technologies. In the course of these transactions, 

banks piled up information considering the characteristics of these technologies as well as the 

enterprises involved. Thus, banks hesitate to finance technologies that challenge the existing 

order. Capital market financing on the other hand is not really an alternative because of 

SMEs’ limited market access. Moreover, the high transaction costs in view of their relatively 

small amount of financing lead to unfavourable capital market conditions for SMEs.  

 

Despite many efforts to liberalize the financial system, the graph below shows that the SME 

sector still relies considerably on informal financing.37 In respect to information and incentive 

problems, informal financing often turns out to be the only alternative to finance an innova-

tion (compare Graph 4). In contrast to the standardized financial instruments of the formal fi-

nancial system, informal financing can be adapted more precisely to the information charac-

teristics of an investment project. A liberalized and deregulated financial system may broaden 

the range of financial services, which in turn is able to foster economic development. How-

ever, there will be a continuous need for informal financing, especially as far as the financing 

of innovative activities of small entrepreneurs is concerned.   

 

In addition to the financial system policy, the education and competition policy have influ-

enced economic development significantly. A well-educated workforce is imperative to adapt 

advanced technologies successfully and to provide a basis for further progress. In this respect, 

gradual improvements in line with the corporate requirements that in turn will evolve accord-

ing to the economy’s technological upgrading seem most desirable. However, how can this be 

implemented in practice? For example, at the beginning of a technology cycle, the production 

of relatively simple and basic products as well as to become familiar with the new technology 

takes centre stage. This task will not require a college or university degree, but will probably 

cause a greater economic demand for semiskilled human capital. This feature can be illus-

trated by the following graph. In this respect, the increased number of employees who com-

pleted a vocational-school education seems to be most remarkable.  

                                                      
37 A survey carried out by the Central Bank of China provides a similar result showing that in 1997 private 

households and non-financial enterprises contributed roughly thirty percent of SME-financing. See Chan, V. und 

Hu, S. (2000), p. 431. 
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Consequently, gradual improvements in the education system from the bottom up seem most 

desirable. In Taiwan’s educational policy such sequencing can be observed indeed. In the 

1960s and 1970s primary and secondary education was strengthened significantly. This de-

velopment in the education system becomes most aware, considering the shift in the alloca-

tion of public education expenditures in favour of pre-school, elementary and junior high 

school education. Taking into consideration the move along the technology cycle, higher edu-

cation will probably become the focus of attention in the future.38  

 

 

                                                      
38 See Tsiang, G. R. (1999), pp. 251-257. 

Source: C.E.P.D. (2004), Taiwan Statistical Data Book 2004, p. 285. 
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A corresponding pattern is reached by considering students wanting to obtain advanced de-

grees from abroad. For example, in 2003 there were more than 26,000 Taiwanese students en-

rolled in U.S. colleges and universities.39 However, the number of students dropped signifi-

cantly from more than 37,000 in 1992, which in turn could reflect the growing efforts to im-

prove higher education at home. Considering the desired gradual improvement of the overall 

educational system, higher education abroad offers an opportunity to focus on the establish-

ment of a sound domestic primary and secondary educational system at first without neglect-

ing higher education completely. The development of the decreasing share of low-educated 

employees and the correspondingly increased importance of higher education are shown by 

the graph below.  

 

Human capital and technologies can only be transformed in business activities when entrepre-

neurs are able to market their knowledge easily. Therefore, a competition policy offering a 

quite easy market entry and exit is another component of a dynamic development. In this 

spirit, Taiwan’s frequently mentioned export-orientation has also to be analysed. Open inter-

national markets keep the enterprises innovative by keeping the markets competitive and by 

facilitating the transfer of technology. In this respect, education abroad additionally offers the 

chance to benefit from returning students who became acquainted with foreign ideas, prefer-

ences and markets.40 This aspect certainly enhanced Taiwan’s export performance whereas 

one cannot survive international competition with a lack of entrepreneurial alertness. Finally, 

on the background of the so-called “historical opportunity” as well as dynamic competition, it 

seems obviously that open international markets have guaranteed Taiwanese entrepreneurs 

much more “opportunities” than domestic markets alone.  

 

V. Conclusion and Outlook  

 

The ability to use the “historical opportunity” of a technological disruption in favour of rapid 

catching-up depends most likely on the entrepreneurial capabilities of the corporate sector. 

SMEs are indeed a heterogeneous group and not always eager to challenge the current incum-

bents. Nevertheless, in comparison with large enterprises they are much more likely to follow 

new paths. Hence, technical progress would take place significantly slower without their en-

trepreneurial activities and the initiating of dynamic competition is considered to be the major 
                                                      
39 See http://opendoors.iienetwork.org/?p=50137  
40 See Tsiang, G. (1995), p. 266. 
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contribution of SMEs to Taiwan’s spectacular development. Consequently, the government is 

often asked to establish a level playing field to enable SMEs to compete on an equal basis. At 

first sight, this argument seems to fit the Taiwanese case notably, because the dynamic com-

petition process has been frequently distorted by favouring special industries, corporate char-

acteristics (such as firm sizes), and so on. However, this argument must not be misused by 

providing the government an additional justification to interfere in the economy once again. 

The major contribution of the government to a flourishing economy is to provide a sound ba-

sis for a dynamic competition process. This process should indeed start on a level playing 

field. Nevertheless, the rivalry between the competitors will result in an uneven playing field 

that must not be disturbed by the government. Otherwise, the dynamic competition process 

and thus economic development would be hampered. 

 

Assuming that the revolution of information and communication technologies since the 1970s 

has enabled Taiwan to catch-up rapidly and considering the crisis of the “New Economy” in 

the 1990s, the Taiwanese electronic and IT industries are slowly but surely entering the de-

ployment period. Consequently, SMEs will gradually face serious competitive disadvantages 

due to the increased trend to a higher market concentration. Although these industries still of-

fer respectable business opportunities, the “gold-fever mentality” cooled down and entering 

the market becomes more and more difficult. SMEs will possibly play a less prominent role in 

the electronic and IT industry, but this will not have to apply to the whole economy. If the IT 

sectors consolidate, other sectors have to take over the task of a dynamic engine of innovation 

and to keep the economy in motion. Otherwise, the economy will enter a “static-state” and 

consequently lose its international competitiveness. Considering the important part SMEs 

play in detecting new “historical opportunities”, it suggests itself that the SME sector will 

have to contribute furthermore to the dynamic evolution of the Taiwanese economy.  
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